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(i)
A B S T RAe T
An algorithm for estimating the lift, moment and pressure
distribution on arbitary two dimensional aerofoils in incompressible
flow is presented.
The procedure uses an inviscid analysis of the physics of the
real flow, which invokes the application of a linear vortex panel
model.
The separated wake geometry is determined iteratively, starting
from an initial assumption. A boundary layer analysis is not
performed, hence the upper surface separation point is a necessary
input to the algorithm. Lower surface separation is assumed to
occur at the trailing edge.
A selection of results and comparison with experimental data is
presented. The scatter in the calculated and experimental data values
is attributed mainly to the lack of boundary layer displacement and
compressibility effects.
A fortran code listing Qf the algorithm is given in the Appendix.
(ii )
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influence coefficient.
lift coefficient.
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free shear layer.
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length of a panel.
normal vector.
sur.f:ace distance.
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angle of attack.
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normal component
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1. INTRODUCTION.
Determination of aerofoil lift and moment values are important
in all aspects of flight vehicle design, both fixed wing and rotary.
Often, flight vehicles are required to be operated at extremes of
their flight envelope, where significant amounts of boundary layer
separation may be present on the aerodynamic surfaces. Full
computational analysis of aerofoil flowfields is limited by the
present inability to compute the effects of separation. An exact
analysis is possible via the time-dependent solution to the full
Navier-Stokes equations, however, the computational power does not
yet exist to achieve this. Engineers who require quick and accurate
predictions, must resort to alternative analysis, usually panel models,
of which one is presented here. It is assumed that the reader is
familiar with the general features of such panel models.
The effects of separation occurring at the trailing edge of an
aero foil are indicated in Figures (1.2) and (1.3).
Generally, the separation is progressive, atart.ing at the trailing
edge and moving forward with increasing angle of attack, until the
aero foil stalls. At low angles of attack where the boundary layer is
thin and little if any separation is present, a potential flow analysis
may suffice to determine the flowfi�ld. At higher angles, the boundary
layer thickens, and departures from the linear CL VS Q( behaviour appear.
Here, analysis of the boundary layer and incorporation of associated
displacement effects within a viscous - inviscid interation procedure
will be necessary for accurate predictions, e.g. Ref. (4).
When, however, separation begins to occur, the resulting flowfield
as a whole, is affected by the separated wake. The general features
of the flowfield with separation are shown in Figure (1.1). Experimental
evidence has shown that the separated wake closes quickly downstream of
the trailing edge as a consequence of the strong entrainment process
brought about by rotation in the free shear layers.
2.
An analysis which does not model the separation, cannot be expected
to give realistic prediction'_ Clearly this is unacceptable.
It should be pointed out that all aerofoils do not exhibit
gradual trailing edge separation, and stall may occur sharply due
to abrupt separation close to the leading edge or abrupt forward
movement of trailing edge separation. In these cases, departures
from the linear CL- 0( behaviour will be minimal up to the stall,
and can be adequately predicted by accounting for the boundary
layer only.
In this report, an algorithm, based on two reported methods by
Maskew et al (2) and Henderson (3) is developed to extend the panel
method of Leishman and Galbraith (1), to the treatment of aerofoils
with trailing edge separation.
Generally, the algorithm as presented contains the essential
features of Ref. (2) but also, significant numerical differences are
_ apparent. A review of other methods used to predict separation
effects and further details on the development of the present work
is given by Hanna in Ref. (6).
The algorithm is shown to be successful in producing aerofoil
pressure distribution which compare well with experiment even in the
absence of boundary layer displacement corrections. I nput for the
upper surface separation point can be obtained from experiment or
boundary layer calculations. Ideally of course, any boundary layer
calculation must be incorporated within the present algorithm as an
inner iteration loop.
near future.
This work is hoped to be incorporated in the
3.
2. BASIC POTENTIAL FLOW METHOD.
The panel method used by Leishman and Galbraith (1) was extended
for the treatment of separated trailing edge flows. For completeness,
a brief summary of the potential flow method is included here.
The aero foil geometry is replaced by an inscribed polygon, i.e.
panels, on which is placed a linear variation of surface vorticity.
The vorticity varies continuously along each panel and is piecewise
continuous at the panel corners. (See Figure (2.1).).
Each panel has a control point situated at the panel mid-point.
The condition of flow tangency is applied at each control point.
Considering such a point, the total velocity has "induced" contributions
from every panel around the contour plus that from the free-stream.
Since this total velocity must be tangential to the control point
the scalar product with the normal vector must be zero. This condiHan
applies at each control point, and can be represented by the integral
equation.
fC'll'cS)rAs
c
� -'>
+ Vd)· Y'\ - 0
( 2.1 )
Thus, the contributions from all the panels give a linear
equation in N + 1 unknown vorticity values � ..
.i
The process is
repeated for each control point around the N panel contour, giving N
equations in N + 1 unknown vorticity values. An additional equation
comes from the classical Kutta condition - by specifying that the net
vorticity at the upper and lower trailing edges is zero.'
The square set of equations in terms of N + 1 unknowns are thus
amenable to solution.
A detailed mathematical analysis of the influence coefficient
evaluation is contained in Appendix 1 (A).
from:
4.
After solution, the surface velocity can be directly obtained
V= «(S)
( 2.2)
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3. METHOD WITH SEPARATED FLOW MODELLING.
In analysing the case of flow with separation, the following
assumptions were made:
(i) The free shear layers do not have significant thickness
and can be represented as streamlines across which there
exists a jump in velocity.
(ii) The wake region does not have any significant vorticity
and has constant total pressure.
3.1 The Modified Vorticity Distribution.
The flowfield is constructed in a similar way as the potential
flow case with "induced" velocities associated with the vorticity
distribution on both the aero foil surface and free shear layers,
being added to the free-stream velocity, and the condition of flow
tangency applied at the control points. In this case, the representative
integral equation is:
)C �CS)Js + t"l (c JS-);Jsj
c
� �
+V�'r\ - 0
( 3. 1 )
The general panel distribution is shown in Figure (3.1).
The upper and lower free shear layers are represented as panels of
uniform vorticity. Downstream of the upper surface separation point,
and on the upper surface trailing edge, the vorticity is set to zero.
Vorticity values between these two points are obtained as part of the
solution.
3.1.1. Influence Coefficients for the Free Shear Layers.
The mathematical analysis is contained in Appendix 1 (B) (i).
The free shear layers are assumed to have constant vorticity, and
thus, the evaluation of the influence coefficients are greatly simplified.
(See Figure (3.2) ). The total influence coefficient for the whole
shear layer is obtained by simple addition of the individual panel
contributions.
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3.1.2 Panels upon which Separation Occurs.
(a) Upper surface separation.
The upper surface separation panel is shown in Figure (3.3) •.
The complete panel is dealt with by recognising the three types of
basic panel present. (See AppendJix 1 (8) ).
The total influence coefficient due to the vorticity value at
separation ( '0' sep) is obtained along wi th the "A "contributionij
due to 't . and the "8 .. " due to a· + 1.J �J J
(b) Lower surface separation.
The lower surface separation panel is shown in Figure (3.4).
Separation occurs at the aero foil trailing edge. Therefore, the
contribution of the free shear layer to the influence coefficient of
)(j + l' can be obtained by simple addition.
The assumption of zero vorticity on the upper surface trailing
edge is really only physically realistic for aerofoils with sharp
trailing edges, however, the application of the algorithm to blunt
aerofoils such as the NACA OOXX series has encountered no problems.
3.1.3 The Kutta Condition.
The classic Kutta condition of zero vorticity at the aerofoil
trailing edge cannot be applied with separation present. From
experimental evidence, it is found that the separated free shear layers
close quickly downstream of the trailing edge to give a narrow wake
region with little vorticity. (See Fig. (3.5) ). Hence, a Kutta
condition for separated flow can be applied - that the net vorticity
at the upper and lower separation points is zero. This implies that
there is zero vorticity convected into the far wake.
� sep + � N + 1 = o (3.2)
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3.2 Initial Wake Geometry.
The position of the vortex sheets representing the free shear
layers are not known a priori, and hence must be obtained iteratively
starting from an initial assumption. An extensive investigation into
the wake starting geometry was undertaken during the development phase,
and is reported in Ref. (6).
Basically, it was found that the flowfield is quite sensitive to
the wake geometry an� that parabolic curves which intersect just
downstream of the aero foil trailing edge, provide a sensible starting
approximation. The closer the initial shape to the actual flow
streamlines, the fewer iterations that will be required for a final
solution. , The method reported by Maskew et al was eventally adopted.
In this method, the vortex sheets are specified by two parabolic
curves intersecting at a point ( X,'Hi ,I Y;Nt
in addition to the separation point co-ordinates and the angle at which
) downstream,
the sheets leave the aero foil surface. A full analysis of this method
is given in Appendix 2.
3.3 Iterated Wake Geometry.
Using the initial wake approximation, a solution can be generated.
Unless this initial approximation is c�ose to the streamlines, the normal
velocity on the vortex sheets will not be zero. A new wake can be
obtained from the following analysis:
(i) Control points at the mid-points of each F.S.L. panel are
determined.
...
�ii) The velocity vector, Vi' at each control point on the F.S.L.
is computed.
(iii ) A local F.S.L. panel correction angle is computed from the
equation �
6.9· -
c
. _I( v. . i: )SIN -_'-_.._I 't$epl (3.3)
8(iv) Each F.S.l. panel is rotated by the corresponding local
correction angle
(v) The new positions for the F.S.l.'s are found by adding each
"corrected" panel to th8=8Ad of the preceding one in a
downstream direction. (See Figure (3.6) ).
Generally, when using this analysis, the new wake shape will be
found not to have a common intersection point downstream. Henderson (3)
has used a wake closure function, but has reported little effect on the
solution. Therefore, no wake closure has been imposed in the present
algori thm.
3.4 Influence Coefficients of the Upper Separation Panel when it
Contains the Considered Control Point.
The evaluation of this influence coefficient occurs only once
during the execution of a solution. When it does occur, the
preceding analysis in 3.1.1 (a) is invalid, and a special "near field"
solution must be used. The mathematics are contained in Appendix 3.
Note that three "partial" influence coefficients due to � j' 'O'j + l'
and ($" sep are obtained. The contribution of the free vortex sheet is
linearly added to the �sep influence coefficient.
3.5 The Influence Matrix and Solution.
From the foregoing description, it appears as though an extra
unknown ( � sep) has been created, giving N + 2 unknowns and only
N + 1 equations. The specification of the upper surface trailing
edge value ( �1 ) being set to zero effectively removes an unknown
to square the matrix. The influence coefficients due to 6 sep
are placed into the blank column of the matrix.
The vorticity solution matrix is determined in the present algorithm
using a Gauss·]ordan elimination technique.
9.
From the vorticity matrix, the surface velocity is given by
v- l( Cs)
(3.4)
and in particular, at the control points
\J.-t
(3.5)
and the pressure coefficient
1 Vi.-
ViP (3.6)
In the wake region, the pressure toefficient values are assumed
to take the values at separation
i. e. 1 - (3.7)
10.
4. RESULTS.
A selection of results for the G.A. (W) - 1 and Wortmann
FX 66 - 17 A II - 182 aerofoil sections are presented.
The aero foil geometry and experimental a�rodynamic characteristics
are reported by McGhee (7) and Somers (8) for the G.A. (W) - 1 and
Wortmann aerofoils respectively.
from these works.
Examples of the iterated pressure distributions and force
Separation point data is inferred
coefficients are compared with experiment.
wake geometry are also shown.
Examples of the iterated
11 •
5. DISCUSSION.
The algorithm in the presented format may be considered as the
inviscid part of a viscous-inviscid interaction procedure. The
general outline of such a procedure would include the follow�ng steps:
( i )
(ii)
(iii )
Potential flow analysis of aerofoil geometry.
Boundary layer analysis based on (i).
Displacement of the surface of the local boundary layer
displacement thickness up to the separation point.
(iv) Application of the present algorithm.
(v) Boundary layer analysis based on the final pressure
distribution from (iv).
(vi) Repetition of steps (iii), (iv) and (v) until the
separation point has converged.
Advantages of the algorithm are, that it is versitile enough
to handle many aero foil geometries, and the velocity distribution
on the aero foil surface may be obtained from the solution matrix
directly. The computer program requires approximately 1.5 minutes
on the GEC 4070, to compute a single solution, the majority of the
time being devoted to the solution of the simultaneous equations.
The placement of the influence coefficient due to the separation
vorticity valu� ( )( sep) in the influence matrix is conveniently
dealt with by noting that the vorticity on the upper surface trailing
edge has been set to zero. This leaves a blank column in the influence
matrix into which the values due to '0 sep are placed. The influence
matrix values are effectively constant for a given aerofoil geometry
(all constants except for first column if separation point is fixed),
hence the time for a single solution can be shortened by selective
replacement of the influence coefficients within the matrix. The
current algorithm recalculates the entire matrix for each iteration
although a selective replacement algorithm is currently under develop-
mente
12.
The algorithm is strictly mathematically correct only for sharp
edged aerofoils, although it has been found that the application to
"blunt" edged aerofoils can be done with no apparent �roblems.
Furthermore, application to excessively thin or cusped aerofoils
should be considered with caution, due to the tendency for the
influence matrix to become singular under these circumstances.
Generally, the user will be guided by the eroneous results for
non-applicable cases. If separation is found to occur on the first
panel, then a potential flow solution is performed.
The presentalgorithm has been applied to the G.A. (W) - 1
aerofoil, which appears to be the standard section for testing
algorithms that model trailing edge separation. (2), (3).
o 0 0 21.140Results for angles of attack of 18.25 , 19.06 , 20.05 and
are shown in comparison with experimental data at a Reynolds number
of 6.3 x 106 and Mach number of 0.15. Very good agreement between
the pressure distribution is found, although no boundary layer
displacement effects or compressibility corrections have been applied
to the calculated data.
For angles of attack below that of the stall, the wake shape
takes about 3 or 4 iterations for convergence. Above stall, at
least 6 iterations have been found necessary. The convergence rate
is slower than that reported by Maskew et al (2), however, details of
their wake integration procedure were not available to the Authors
at the time of writing.
An additional comparison of the algorithm when applied to the
Wortmann FX 66 - 17 A II - 182 aerofoil at 12.140 is shown. Again,
good agreement is found.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS.
(i) The algorithm has been demonstrated as satisfactory in
prdducing realistic pressure distributions about aerofoils
with trailing edge separation.
(ii) The pressure distribution has been found sensitive to the
wake geometry and the technique discussed by Maskew (2)
has been adopted for the initial shape.
(iii) The pressure distribution, and in particular, the peak suction,
has been found sensitive to the separation point.
(iv) Separation point values have been inferred from experiment,
although for general application, inclusion of the algorithm
within a viscous-inviscid interaction procedure must be done.
(v) A version of the algorithm with selective influence coefficient
replacement due to the changing wake and separation point is
currently under development.
(vi) Examination of wake convergence characteristics is currently
under consideration.
(vii) Compressibility corrections can be applied for subcritical
Mach numbers.
(viii) Panelisation techniques apply to the present algorithm as in
Ref. (1). Solution time is approximately proportional to the
cube power of the number of panels, however as a minimum, 40
to 50 panels is recommended for realistic solution.
APPENDIX 1 (A).
VORTEX PANEL METHOD
----l·----�
FIGURE A (1.1)
14.
The vorticity at any po�nt along the panel is given by:
j � pflNf£...
FIGURE A (1.2)
Also. we have ,r;:;'
C t �
0, = 1 ("(1-\ ') J (Xi -X�)}
� = l (X�· - X f)) ( Y c:' - '(r) �
r;::j= i ('t'r- 't'c») (X<' - Yr ) 3
1ij� = lX<..-XP)J.+(Yi _'{�)J.
x, = 'X� ;- (x�+�� x�) ��
'(p = y� -T (Yl..,\:�'(j ) �j
i 1'" ('oNT�O i, Po; t'
A (1.2)
A (1.3)
A (1.4)
A (1.5)
A (1.6)
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Suitable substitution leads to:
A (1.8)
where,
16.
11 - 14 are evaluated using standard integral solutions.
If this is repeated around the aerofoil contour for each panel
N
--+
VV\. - _Ll: (c:j 'to- ;t11'" \I,
0
J=
where,
A (1.9)
C(..·J· = V'I. Bn'J + �j-I
(ii == Aii
C,'N+I :: BiN
C.2=��N )
(l � i:: N) A (1.10)
C .. are the influence coefficients.
1J
point the following must hold:
Thus for each control
� �
+ V . n.
cP "
o
�= ,
A (1.11)
This represents a set of N linear equations containing N + 1
unknowns. i. e. � 1 � 'ON + 1. An additional equation comes from
the Kutta condition:
o A (1.12)
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APPENDIX 1 (8).
PANEL TYPES.
FIGURE A (1.3)
In the model with trailing edge separation, three types of
basic panels are used.
-(i)
Typical aerofoil panel.
A ----------' B
�.�----- �� --------_.
FIGURE A (1.4a)
A (1.15)
(ii)
� O·
:1""'---- IJ
• L' ...
6
l
Free shear layer panel.
FIGURE A (1.4b).
A (1.16)
(iii) (a)
A �8'6��1
4 L.J •
�:::O FIGURE A (1.4c)
18.
Part panel aft of upper
surface free shear layer.
(iii) (b)
lS"1.�
I �=oB.. L' �F\.)
FIGURE A (1.4d)
A·' '0.
C:J J
A (1.17)
Panel at upper surface
trailing edge.
__,.
• h·
c
A (1.18)
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APPENDI X 2.
METHOD FOR THE CALCULATION OF THE INITIAL WAKE GEOMETRY.
For each angle of attack, the starting wake position is
calculated by the method reported by Maskew et al (2)
This is done in three stages:
(i) A downstream vortex sheet intersection point is computed.
(ii) Parabolic curves connecting the respective separation points
are determined.
(iii) The parabolic curves are split up into panels.
(a) Intersection Point.
The downstream intersection point is determined from a "Wake
Length Factor" (W.L.F.), which is assumed constant for a given
aerofoil. The W.L.F. is used with the separation points and angle
of-attack to compute the length of the wake and thereby the downstream
intersection point.
\
,
,
,
\
,
\
\
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FIGURE A (2.1a).
= angle of incidence.
WL = wake length.
WH = wake height.
(X , y )
m m
= mid-point of separated region.
E. = mean wake direction, bisects angle between initial
and lower curves.
FIGURE A (2.1b).
WAKE HEIGHT.
� ., TI'1N
-, (��ef>
- 'j N-t) ) A (2.1)):"'-+-1 - X��f'
1-\ '" t C�S�f' - 'jNtI ')\(x,.p - �NtJ }
11.1.
A (2.2)
from FIGURE A (2.1b)
A (2.3)
WAKE LENGTH
WL A (2.4)
(F\+F2)/�.O A (2.5)
W.F.
F1, F2
21.
= Wake factor (W.L.F.).
= Angles at which vortex sheets leave the aerofoil.
Intersection pOint.
A (2.7)
J A (2.8)
(b) Parabolic Curves.
Consider an arbitary parabolic curve (Fig. A (2.2) ).
x
FIGURE A (2.2).
To define the parabola, two points and a gradient are used.
In this case we have (X1' Y1)' (X2, Y2) and the slope at
A ( f, ).
and
Now
eX., J �, ) =;> �I = CLx,l + b� I +- (_
CXl J � 1 ) -) 'j l z: o,Xl
2.
-t b:( 2. + C.
t,
A (2.9)
A (2.10)
---:;:> J�/,:l :t: I =-.2 O._'X, + b ::-f ,
('XI I � ,)
A (2.11)
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Defining;
X"\ = X"l - :t.q I
A (2.12)
Then,
o, - �:l\ - f, )( l. , A (2.13)
.l.:r.:ll
b - f, - � o, :t. A (2.14)- I
A (2.15)
The parabolic curves are defined by the separation points,
their initial angles at which they leave the aerofoil surface,
and the downstream intersection point.
The starting angles F1 and F2, are defined as the bisector
of the local surface tangent and the angle of attack.
(c) Panelisation.
Using the equations that specify the free vortex sheets, they
can now be split into "panels". The curves are always fairly "flat"
i.e. they lie almost parallel to the y-axis, and consequently a
simple panelisation method can be used, viz:
(i) Determine from X21, the X - step values.
X step
A (2.16)
where NhJ number of panels required.
23.
(ii) Compute the X and Y values for the panels from:
A (2.17)
A (2.18)
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APPENDIX 3.
THE INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS OF- A PANEL ON WHICH SEPARATION OCCURS
AND WHICH CONTAINS THE CONSIDERED CONTROL POINT.
I..:
� l \(,) Js;v; :: �Hi' \ r Id�
0
'111
J p,qr'\J fL..
r= s:� - s (!.�d""
((.
0
(Ii)
5'
..
I � 5c_ �
�
�
L.s
� .
J
FI GURE A(3.1 )
(i)
A (3.1)
(ii )
A (3.3)
L 25.
= ;t� [lfj}" I S� - s, I}, � [�(�j + "C -p" l�l-5c ITS
o
Jt I Ls;c�c) - \ � J", ls - 5( 1Ls S c. 'A Cs. Lt )
A (3.5)
l ET �. = L. i - � c 1L � -- s,
v.. =j_ \ t 2,,& + a!(LJ'-ls)+(�-LS)A��au:\) .211( s�p t A (3.6)
A (3.7)
26.
A (3.8)
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APPENDIX 4.
C1'ILCULATIoN OF LIFT AND MOMENT COEFFICIENTS.
From the discrete pressure distribution around the aerofoil,
the lift and moment coefficients can be obtained using the trapesium
rule. Generally, a large number of sata points are produced,
(2N + 1 points for an N panel contour) so the CL and CM values
are comparatively accurate using this technique.
A (4.1)
o
CL - (N COS. oZ
A (4.2)
i
( � �(r e1c '/'t ') J C�-/( ')"'" , I A (4.3)'t
0
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APPENDI X 5.
LISTING OF THE COMPUTER CODE.
A listing of the computer program is given in FORTRAN on
the following pages.
The program has been designed to run on a GEC 4070 computer
but a prospective user should have little difficulty in adapting
the program to run on other computers.
The sub-program COFPRI is used to output the aerofoil pressure
distribution at the panel corner and control points for immediate
plotting or additional processing. This sub-program can be easily
modified to the users requirements.
The variable ITMAX limits the number of wake shape itterations
allowed for each angle of attack. In the program, ITMAX has been
set to take the value 4, however for aerofoils close to, or above
the stall angle, this should be changed to 6 or 7.
2'J •
Listing of file .AE�OSEP1 by LF 3 on 21 JUN 1982 at 15:20:42
File c r e e t e o on MON 21 JUN 1982 file last modified on ""-ON 21 JUN 19�2
C*************************************************************************
C PROGRA� TO ESTIMATE THE INCO�PRESSI8LE FLOw ABOUT AN ARBITARY
C 2-0 AEROFOIL �lTH BOUNDARY LAYER TRAILING EDGE SEP6RATION.
C*************************************************************************
C wRITTEN 8Y J.G.LEISH�AN
C �lTH ADDITIONAL CONTRIBUTIONS BY J.HANNA & R.GALBRAITH
C LAST MODIFIED BY J.G.LEISHMAN -- 18/6/82
C***************************************************************************
C DEPART�ENT OF AERONAUTICS AND FLUIO MECHANICS.
C UNIVERSITY OF GLASGOw.
C ""4'( 1982
C*************************************************************************
C DI�ENSION ARRAYS AND INITIALIZE VARIA8LES ••••••••••••••••
�EAL A1 (80,80),B1(80,80),A(80,80),NORM(80),VT(SO),CP(BO)
REAL X(80),Y(80),ALEN(80),SOL(80)
�EAL ALPHA(30),THETA(80),LTE�P
REAL XC(80),YC(80),ALN(8U),AMN(80)
C DI�ENSION ARRAYS FOR �AKE SHAPE •••••••••••••••••••
REA L XU P ( 30) , Y UP (30) , ALE NU P (30) , X L O� ( 3 ()) , YL 0 1'4 ( 3 i]) I ALE �j L 0 (3 () )
REAL THETAU(30),THETAL(30),QTHETU(30),DTHETL(30)
REAL �IDX,�IDy,MWANG
C OT!1€R DATA •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
PIE=4.0*ATAN(1.0)
ITMAX=4
C REAO IN AEROFOIL GEO�ETRY (UPPER T.E. TO LOwER r.E.)
READ(1,*) N,(X(M),YC�),M=1,,'H1)
C READ IN ANGLES OF ATTACK (IN DEGREES)
i<EAO(3,*) NA, (ALPHA(M) ,"'::1 ,NA)
C CALCULATE CONT�OL POINTS AND POLYGONAL GEOMETRY.
DO 10 M=1,N
ALEN(�)=SQRT«(Y(M+l)-Y(M))**2)+(X(M+1)-X(�))**2))
XC(M)=(XCM+1)+X(�»)/2.0Q
YC(�)=(Y(� ... 11tY( .... ))/2.00
ALN(�)=(Y(M)-Y(M+11)/ALEN( ... )
AMN(M)=(X(M+l)-X(M))/ALEN(�l
THETACM)=ATAN(CY(Mt1)-YCM)1/CX(M ... 1)-X(M)1)
10 CONTINUE
C START COMPUTATION FO� EACH ANGLE OF ATTACK HERE ••••••
DG 2 NANG=1,NA
ALPHA(NANG)=ALPHA(NANG)*PIE/180.0
I�K=O
3!J.
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C REAG I� INITIAL WAKE GEOMETRY
C SEPARATION X VALUE, AEROFOIL �AKE FACTOR, NUMBER OF PANELS ON
C TH� FkEE SHEAR LAYERS
READ(S,*)XS,wF,NU,NL
C FIND SEPARATION PANEL AND COMPUTE ASSOCIATED PARA¥ETERS
OLl 1 K=1, Nt1
IF(x(K).LT.XS)GOT04
CONTI�UE
4 NSEP=K-1
IF(�SEP.EQ.1) GOTO 80no
C CALCULATE SEPARATION PT.ORDINATE & ANGLES AT WHICH F.S;L.'S
CLEAVE AEROFOIL SURFACE
YS:(XS-X(�SEP))*TA�(THETA(NSEP))tY(NSEP)
F1=TAN«ALPHA(NANG).THETA(NSEP»/2.00)
F2:TAN«ALPHA(NANG)tTHETA(N))/2.00)
C CALCULATE LENGTHS OF SEPARATION PANEL FORE AND AFT OF
C SEPARATION POINT.
DX:X(K)-XS
DY:Y(K)-YS
AL1=SQRT«DX**Z)t(DY**Z»
DX:XS-X 0<-1)
DY=YS-y(K-' )
AL2=SQRT(CDX**Z)+(DY**Z))
C CALCULATE DOWNST�EA� �AKE INTERSECTION PT ••••••
HOP.Z=XO.+' )-XS
VfRT=YS-Y(Nt1)
BETA=ATAN(VERT/HORZ)
DIST=SQRTC(HORZ**Z)+(VERT**2)
C CALCULAT� �AKE HEIGHT AND �A�E LENGTH.
�H=DIST*SIN(ALPHA(NANG)+BETA)
�jL= ... H*iI'iF
�IDx=O.5*(X(1)+XS)
�IDY=O.5*(YC')+YS)
M�ANG=(F1+F2)/2.00
�Lx=WL*COS(M�ANG)
�LY=�L·SIN(M�ANG)
C CALCULATE DO�NSTREA� �AKE INTERSECTIO� PT.
XI="'IDXtwLX
YJ="'IDYtIlL Y
C UPPER FREE SHEAR LAYEP •••••••••••••••••••••••••••
X21=Xl-XS
Y21=Yl-YS
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P1=(Y21-F1*X21)/(X21**2)
P2=F1-CZ.O*XS*P1)
P3=YS-(F1*XS)+(CXS**ZJ*P1J
CONU=XZ1/r-.U
DO 120 K=1,NU+'
XUP(K)=CO�U*(�-1J+XS
YUP(K)=P1*(XUP(K)**2)+P2*XUP(K)+P3
120 CO�TINUE
DO 140 K=1,NU
ALENUP(K)=SQRT((XUP(K+1)-XUP(K))**2)+(CYUP(K.1)-YUP(K))**2))
140 CONTI NUE
C LOwER FREE SHEAR LAYER •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
X21=Xl-X(N+1l
Y21=Yl-Y(".1)
P1=(YZ1-F2*X21)/(X21**Z)
P2=F2-Z.0*X(N+1)*P1
P3=YCN+1)-(F2*X(N+1))+(X(N+1)**Z)*P1
COI\IU=X21/NL
DO 160 K=1,NL+1
XLOw(K)=CONU*(K-1)+X(N+1)
YLOw(K)=P1*(XLO�(K)**2).P2*XLOW(K)+P3
160 CONTINUE
DO 1bG K=1,NL
ALENLO(K)=SQRT((XLOW(K+1)-XLO�(K))**Z).((YLOW(K+1)-YLOW(K))**Z))180 CONTINUE
C NO� SETUP INFLUENCE COEFFICIENTS FOR LINEAR VORTEX SHEETS
C O� 80TH AEROFQIL SURFACE AND THE FREE SHEAR LAVERS •••••••••••
8000 DO 200 ��=1,N
DO 300 M=1,N
J F (1-1. II! E • ("; S E P) ) GOT 0 5
IF(NSEP.EQ.1) GOTO 5
IF(M.EG.��)GOTO 7000
LTEMP=ALEN("')
ALE'HfwI)=AL 1
XTEMP=X (1«)
X(�)=XS
YTHIP=V ("')
Y(i'4)=YS
5 IF(�.EQ.�M) GOTO 350
CALL V£LVEC(X(M),V(�),X(�+1),Y(�+1),XC(I"i,..),VC(M�),ALEN(M)
1,P11,P12,P13,P14)
A1(�M,M)=(ALN(MM)*P11)-(AMN(MM)*P13)
81(M�,�)=(ALN(M�)*P12)-(AMN(��)*P14)
IF(NSEP.EQ.1) GOTO 300
IF(�.NE.NSEP) GOT0300
C INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT FOR UPPER F.S.L.
COEFF=O.O
::12.
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DO 401 K=1, NU
CALL VELvEC(XUP(K),YUP(K),XUP(K+1),YUP(�+1),XC(�M),YC(MM),
1ALt�UPCK),P11,P12,P13,P14)
COEFF=COEFF.C(P11tP12)*ALN(��)-(P13+P14)*A�N(M�l)
401 CONTINuE
A (""', 1) =61 (",,.,, M) +COEFF
C REI�STATE TE�PORARY VALUES ••••••••••••••••••••••••
A L U,! ( I-' ) = L T E M P
x("")=XT(MP
Y(Io')=VTE"'P
C INFLUENCE COEFFICIE�T FOR REMAINDER OF SEPARATION PANEL ••••••••
CALL VELvEC(X(M),Y(�),XS,ys,XCCM�),YC(��),AL2,
1P11,P12,P13,P14)
A1 (MM,Ml=P11*AMN[M�)-P13*AMN(M,..)
GOTO 30L
350 A1(M"',"')=-1.00
81 (M�,�.)=1 .00
GOTD 300
7000 IF(�SEP.EQ.1) GOTD 350
SC=ALEN(W)/2.00
C INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT FOR UPPER F.S.L.
COEFF=O.O
r)O 402 K=1,NU
CALL VELVEC(XUP(�),YUP(K),XUP[K.1),YUP(K+1),XC(MM),YC(M�)
1,ALENUP(K),P11,P12,P13,P14)
COEFF=COEFF.C(P11+P12)*ALNl"'�)-(P13+P14)*AMN(��))
402 CONTINUE
6 1 ("''''', 1 ) = (1 .0- ( (S C - A L 2) / ( ALE N C "') - A L 2) ) ) * A L OG ( A B S ( ( ALE "J (tv')
1-SC)/(AL2-SC)))-1.0
A (MM, 1 )=A1 (101M, 1) +COEFF
Ai C""',,"')=C1.0-(SC/AL2) )*ALOGCAEiS( (AL2-SC)/SC) l-1.0
81(MM,"')=(SC-AL2)/(ALEN{Ml-AL2)*ALOG(A8S«(ALEN(�)-SCII
1 (AL2-SC))) .1.0
300 CONTlr-.:UE
200 CONTIr-.UE
C GENERATE INFLUENCE COEFFICIE�T �ATRJX ••••••••••••••
DO 500 "�=1,N
IF(NSEP.EG.1) A(M�/1)=A1 (�M,1)
DO 5S0 M=2,N
A (10'''',''')=A1 (MM,I>I)+81 (MM,M-1 1
550 CO"'TH�UE
IF(NSEP.EG.1) A(�"',N.')=81(�M,h)
IF(NSEP.EG.1) GOTO 500
C INFLUENCE COEFFICIENT FOR LO�ER F.S.L.
COEFF=O.O
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DO 403 K=1,NL
CALL VElVEC(XLO�(K),YLO�(K),XLOw(K+1),YLO�(K+1),XC(�M),yC(��)1,ALE�LO(K),P11,P12,P13,P14)
COEFF=COEFF+(P11+P12)*ALN(W�)-(P'3+P14)*A�N(��)1
403 COIITINUE
A ("""',N+1 )=81 ("';'<,f\.l+COEFF
500 CONTINUE
C l�PLEMENT THE KUTTA-JOUKOwSKI CONDITION FOR SEPARATED FLO� BY
C SPECIFYING THAT THE VDRTICITY VALUES AT THE UPPER A�D LOwER
C SEPARATION POINTS BE EQUAL AND OPPOSITE ••••••••••••••••• � •••••••00 650 1o'=1,N+1
A(N+1,M)=O.O
650 CONTINUE
A ( �; + 1 , 1 ) = 1 • n
A(N+1 ,N+1 )=1.(l
C COMPUTE R�S OF EQUATIONS BY FINDING DOT PRODUCT OF THE ONSET
C FLOw VECTOR �ITH THE POLYGONAL PANEL NORMAL VECTORS •••••••••••••
vELX=COSCALPHA(NANG))
VELY=SI�(ALPHAC�ANG))
DO 850 r-tM=1,N
NORM(MM)=-2.U*PIE*C(VELX*ALN(MM))+(VELY*A�N(�M)1)
850 CONTINUE
NORM(N+1)=O.()
C CALL SU8�OUTI�E FOR SOLUTION OF LINEAR SIMULTA�EOUS EQUATIONS •••••
CALL GAUSSJ(N+1,A,NORM,SOL)
C ••••••••• TO FIND THE P0LYGONAL VDRTICITY OISTRIBUTIO�.
C TANGENTIAL VELOCITIES AND PRESSURE COEFFICIENTS ••••••
CALL COFP�I(X,y,SOL,�,NSEP,XS)
C WAKE GEO�ETRY PRINT OUT ••••••••••••••••••••••
83 �RITE(8,*) NU+1
DO 901 J=1, NU+1
�RITEC8,*) XUP(J),YUPCJ)
901 CONTINUE
W"ITECB,*) NL+1
DO 902 J=1, NL+1
�RrTE(B,*) XLOw(J),YLO�(J)
902 CONTINUE
I IIoIK=I 1'>t<+1
IFCI�K.EQ.IT�AX) GOTD 2
IF(NSEP.EG.1) GOTO 2
C CORRECTION ANGLES FOR NE. �AKE GEOMETRY ••••••••
C UPPEP O�E ..
DO 710 I=1,NU
33.
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THETAU(I)=ATA�((YUP(I+1)-YUP(I))/(XUP(1+1)-XUPCr)))
ALN�=(YUP(I)-YUP(I+1))/ALENUPCI)
A���=(XUP(1+1)-XUP(r»)/ALENUPCl)
XP=(XUP(])+XUPCI+1))/2.0
YP=CYUPCI)+YUPClt1))/2.0
CALL VELCOM(XS,YS,X,Y,AlEN,SOL,NSEP,V1,V2,XP,YP,I,O
1,XUP,YUP,ALENUP,XLO�,YLO�,ALENLO,N,NU,NL,AL1,AL2)
V1=V1tvELX
V2=V2tVELY
DTHETU(I)=ASINCC(V'*ALN�)+(V2*A�N�))/(A8SCSOL(1))))
710 CONTItl.UE
C LO""'EP. ON£ •••••••••••••••••••••
DO 720 I=1,NL
THETAL(I)=A1ANC(YLO�(I+1)-YlO�(I))/(XLO�(1+1)-Xl0W(I)))
AlNW=(YLOw(I)-YLO�(It'»)/ALENLO(l)
A�N�=CXLOft(lt1)-XLO�(I))/ALENLO(J)
Xp=CXLO�(I)+xLO�(I+1))/2.0
YP=CYLO�(I'+YlD�(I+1»/2.U
CALL VElCOM(XS,YS,X,Y,ALEN,SOL,NSEP,v1,V2,XP,YP,O,I
1,XUP,YUP,AlENUP,XLO�,YLO�,ALENLO,N,NU,NL,AL1,AL2)
V1=V1+VElx
V2=V2+VELY
DTHETL(I)=ASINC[(V1*ALN�)+CV2*A�N�))/(A8S(SOL(N+1))))
720 CONTINUE
C NEW �AKE GEO�E1RY FOR UPPER F.S.L.
DO 730 1=1,NU
XUPClt1)=XUPCI,+(ALENUPCI'*COSCTHETAUCI)+DTHETUCI)))
YUPCI+1)=yUP(I)+(ALENUP(I)*SIN(THETAuCI)+DTHETU(I)))
730 CONTINUE
C NEw WAKE GEowETRY FOP LOWER F.S.l.
DO 740 I=1,NL
XLO�(1+1)=Xlow(I)·(AlENLO(I)*COS(THETAL(I)+DTHETL(I)))
YLD�(It1)=YlOw(I)t(ALENLO(I)*SIN(THETAL(I)+DTHETL(1))
740 CONTINUE
C RETURN FOR ANALYSIS �ITH NEn �A�E ••••••
GOTO 80UO
C NEXT ANGLE OF ATTAC� •••••
2 CONTINUE
SlOP
END
C SUBROUTINE <V£LVEC>
C CO�PUTATION OF THE INDUCED VELOCITY VECTOR AT A POINT (X3,Y3)
C DUE TO PANEL (X1,Y1),(X2,Y2'.
SUBROUTINE VElVEC(X1,Y1,X2,Y2,X3,Y3,ALEN,P11,P12,P13,P14)
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P1 = (Y3-Y1 ) ,..ALEN
P2=Y2-V1tY3-Y1
D3=(Y2-Y1)/ALEN
P4=Y3-Y1
P,=CY2-Y1 )/ALEN
p 6 = e X 3 - X 1 ) ,.. ALE r;
P7=X2-X1+X,3-X1
P8=CX�-X1 )/AU:I�
P9=x3-:n
P10=(X2-X1)/AlE�
0=1.0
P=(X3-X1),..(X2-X1)
Q=(Y3-Y1)*CY2-Y1)
R=-2.G"'(P+Q)/AlE�
s=rx3-X1)**2
T=(Y3-Y1 )H'2
U=S+T
CALL STINT1(O,R,U,ALEN,AINT1)
CALL STINTZ(O,R,U,ALfN,AINT1,AI�T2)
CALL STINT3(O,R,U,AlEN,AINT1,AINT3)
P11=((P1*AINT1)-CP2*AINT2)+CP3*AINT3)/ALEN
P12=((P4*AINT2)-(PS,..AINT3))/ALEN
P13=((P6"'AINT1)-(P7*AINT2)+CP8*AI�i3))/ALEN
P'4=((P9*AINT2)-(P10*AINT3))/AlE�
RETUF\N
END
C SUBROUTI�E <VELCO�>
C COMPUTATIO� OF THE INDUCED VELOCITY VECTO� AT A POINT (XP,YP)C DuE TO THE E�TIRE POLYGONAL VO�TICITY DISTRIBUTIO�.
SUBROU1INE VELCO�(XS,YS,X,y,ALEN,SOL,NSEP,V1,V2,XP,YP,I1,I2
"XUP,YUP,ALENUP,XLO�,YLOW,ALENLO,N,NU,NL,AL1,AL2)REAL X(80),Y(80),ALEN(80),SOLC80)
REAL XUF(30),YUP(30),ALENUP(30),XLO�e30),YLOw(30),ALENLOe30)PIE=4.0*ATAN(1.0)
V1=O.O
v2=O.O
CALL VELVEC(X{1),Y(1),Xe2),YCZ),XP,YP,ALEN(1),P1,P2,P3,P4)V1=P2*SOL(Z)
V2=P4*SOL(2)
DO 20 1=2,NSEP·1
CALL VELVEC(X(1),Y(I),X(I+1),Y(I+1),XP,YP,ALE�(I),P1,P2,P3,P4)V1=V1+(P1*SOLel)+P2*SOLCI+1))
V2=v2+CP3*SOL(1)+P4*SOLCI+1))
20 CONTINUE
CALL VELVECeX(NSEP),Y(NSEP),XS,YS,XP,YP,AL2,P1,P2,P3,P4)V1=V1+CP1*SOLCNSEP))
V2=V2+(P3*SOL(NSEP))
CALL vELVECeXS,YS,XeNSEP+1),YCNSfP+1),XP,YP,AL1,P1,P2,P3,P4)
35.
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V1=V1+(P1*SOLC1)tP2*SOL(NSEP+1))
V2=V2tCP3*SOL(1)+P4*SOL(NSEPt1))
DO 40 I=NSEPt1,N
CALL VELVEC(XCI),YCI),XCIt1),Y(I.1),XP,YP,ALE�CT),P1,P2,P3,P4)
v1=V1t(P1*SOL(I)tPl*SOLClt1))
VZ=V2+(P3*SOL(I)+P4*SOL(I+1))
40 CON1INUE
DO 5 U 1=1, NU
IFCI.EQ.I1) GOTO 50
CALL VELVEC(XUPCI),YUP(I),XUP(I+1),YUP(I+1),XP,YP,ALENUP(I)
1 ,P1 ,P2,P3,P4)
v1=V1t({P1tP2)*SOLC1))
Y2=VZt((P3+P4)*SOL(1))
50 CONTINUE
DO 60 1=1,NL
IF(I.EQ.IZ) GOTD 60
CALL VELVEC(XLOwCl),YLO.(1),XLO�(It1),YLO�(It1),XP,YP,ALE�L0(1)
1 ,P1 ,P2,P3,P4)
V1=V1+((P1+P2)*SOL(N+1))
V2=V2t((P3+P4)*SOLCN+1)
60 CONTINUE
V1=V1/(Z*PIE)
V2=-V2/(2*PIU
KETUR�
END
C SUBROUTINE <GAUSSJ>
C �RITTEN BY P.GALBRAITH -- NOVEMHER 1979
C SOLTION OF A SET OF LINEAR SIMULTANEOUS EQUATIONS USING
A
C GAUSS-JORDAN ELIMINATION TECHNIQUE.
SUBROUTINE GAUSSJ(N,A,8,C)
REAL A(SO,BO),b(80),C(80),AM(BQ,80),BM(80,BOl
REAL TE"'P
K=N
DO 100 1=1,K
DO 101 J=1,Kt1
IF(J.£G.K+11 GOT0 102
A�(I,J)=ACI,J)
GOTO 101
102 CONTINUE
AM(I,J)=B(l)
101 CONTINUE
100 CONTI "'UE
5 IF(AM(1,1))11,6,11
P DO 9 I=Z,K
IF(A(I,1))7,9,7
7 DO 8 J=1,!<.+1
TEMP=AMCI,J)
AM(I,J):AII(1,J)
8 AM(1,J)=TE"lP
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GOTO 11
9 CONTI"'UE
I'iRlTEC2,101
10 FOPMAT(� ? FAIL ERROR -- NO U�IQUE SOLUTION IN SUB <GAUSSJ>"lGOTO 18
11 DO 12 J:2,K+1
DO 12 1=2,N
12 8"'1Cl-1 ,J-11:A"'CI,J)-AMC1 ,J)*AM(I,1 )/A,-\(1,1)
DO 13 J=2,K+1
13 8�CN,J-1)=AMC1,J)/AM(1,11
K=I<-1
DO 14 J=1,K+1
DO 14 I=1,N
14 A�CI,J)=8�CI,J)
IFCK)S,16,5
16 DO 17 1=1,1\
C(I)=AI"CI,1)
1 7 C 0 IJ TIN U E
18 CONTI"-UE
RETURN
END
C SU8ROUTINE <STINT1>
C SOLUTION OF STANDARD INTEGRAL TYPE 1
SUBROUTINE STINT1CA,B,C,ALI�2,AI�T)
REAL A,8,C,ALI�2,AINT,AA,B8,CC,DD
AA=C4.00*Cl-CB**2)
IF(AA.EQ.O.O) GOTQ 12
IFCAA.LT.O.O) GOTO 14
Si;l=2.0/SQRTCAA)
CC=C(2.0*ALl�2)+B)/SgRT(AA)
DD:B/SQRTCAA)
AINT=B5*CATA",CCC)-ATAN(DD))
GOTO 20
12 AINT=CZ.O*ALIM2)/C(2.0*C)+CALI�2*R))
GOTO 20
14 AA=-AA
8B=1 .0/ SQRT (AA)
CC=CZ.D*AlIM2'+B-SQRTCAA)
DD=C2.0*ALIM2)+b+SQRT(AA)
EE=8-SQRT(AA)
FF=8+SQRTCAA)
AINT=88*ALOG«CC*FF)/CDD*EE))
20 RETURN
END
C SUBROUTINE <STINT2>
C SOLUTION OF STANDARO INTEGRAL TYPE 2
SUBROUTINE STIN12[A,8,C,ALIM2,AINT1,AINTl
REAL A,B,C,ALIM2,AINT1,AINT,AA,BE
� '7 •
'"10
o �_) •
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AA:(C+(B*ALI�2)+(ALI�2**2J)/C
BB=O.50*ALOGCAA)
AINT=B6-«8/2)*AINT1)
RETURN
END
C SUBROUTINE <STINT3>
C SOLUTION OF STANDARD INTEGRAL TYPE 3
SUBROUTINE STINT3CA,B,C,ALI�2,AINT1,AINT)
REAL A,8,C,ALI�2,AINT1,AINT,AA,BB
AA=(C+(B*ALl�2)+(ALI�2**2))/C
a8=«B**2)-(2*C))/2.0
AINT=ALI�2-(Cb/2)*ALOGCAA))+CBB*AINT1)
RETURN
END
C SUBROUTINE <CDFPRI>
C PRINT OUT OF AEROFOIL PRESSURE DISTRIBUTIO�
SUBROUTINE CQFPRICX,Y,SOL,N,NSEP,XS)
REAL X(80),Y(80),SOL(80)
wRITE(6,*) (2*�)+'
DCJ 10 1=1,111
,,1 :A6S C SOL( 1))
CP=1.0-CVT**2)
LFCI.LE.NSEP) CP=1.0-(SOLC1)**2)
�RITEC6,*) x(I),CP
IFCI.EQ.NSEP) �RITE(6,*) XS,1.0-(SOLC1)**2)
IF(I.EQ.NSEP) GOTD 10
VT=ABSCSOLCI)+SOLCI+1))/2.0
CP=1.0-(VT**2)
IF(I.LT.NSEP) CP=1.0-CSOL(1)**2)
WRIT£C6,*) (XCI)+xCI+1))/2.0,CP
10 CONTINUE
wRITEC6,*) X(N+1), (1.0-S0L(N+1)**2)
RETUPN
END
END OF PRINT: AEUG01 T006 SPQR0006 AEROSEP1
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AEROFOIL FLOWFIELD AND BASIS OF THE MATHEMATICAL FLOW MODEL. (Taken from Ref.2)
REGION :A region external to the boundary layer where viscous stresses are negligible
and can be assumed a potential flow region.
REGION2: The boundary layer on the aerofoil surface where there are significant
viscous stresses.
REGION3: The free shear layers formed by the separatinf, boundary layers.
REGION4: The wake, which has insignificant vorticity and viscous stresses.
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VORTICITY DISTRIBUTION ON FREE VORTEX SHEETS.
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FLO\'J PHYSICS AT AEPOFOIL TRAILING EDGE :HTH SEPARA'T'IOq.
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LIFT AND MOMENT COEFFICIENT VALUES {qITH I�ERA�ION NUMBER
FOR THE GA(W)-I AEROFOIL AT I8.25°
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